Landis gyr e650 wiring diagram

Quick Links. Page 3: Table Of Contents 4. Page 4 7. Page 7: Safety Regulations A product. In a
domestic environment, this may then cause radio interference, in which case the user may be
required to take adequate measures. Page 8: Safety-Related Meter Data For nominal reference
voltage and current, see the nameplate of the meter. The same applies to the current range. For
maximum currents of auxiliary terminals, see section 4. Page 9: Device Description With a
communication unit, the meters can also be used for recording counter pulses for other
physical media e. Page Type Designation Series 4. An attached suffix points out that the meter
is equipped with certain non-standard features, e. S4s represents a Series 4 meter with
symmetrical terminal layout. Page Signal Processor Thereby the harmonics up to 1 kHz are
measured correctly. Page 19 The times between zero passage of the phase voltage U1 and
those of the other phase voltages U2 and U3 serves to determine the phase angle between the
voltages and of the rotating field. Page 24 Case 1: All voltage and current angles are displayed
clockwise with reference to the voltage in phase 1. If this option is chosen, NLA and OLA losses
are not available any more as these registers are used for signed losses. Page Summation
Channels The measured values that are captured in the load profile can be selected by
parameterisation. Consult your sales representative for further details. Page Event Log
Depending on the parameterisation, some events may never occur. Events which can be stored
in the dedicated event log are marked in the corresponding column. Page Communication It can
be fitted and removed at any time in the field without touching the certification seal. Page
Anti-Tampering Features see 2. With DC magnet detection, it is possible to order the integrated
terminal cover detection option. Page Mechanical Construction top and the tariff faceplate
bottom. The lower part of the case is additionally glass-fibre reinforced. Page 36 Figure Page 37
Now turn the seal component until it is horizontal and slide it down into position 2 as illustrated.
The two bulges firmly fix the seal component into the lateral grooves. Page Faceplates 15 Meter
data type designation, serial number, rated values, year of manufacture 16 Reference to reactive
energy standard 17 Alarm LED optional The operating elements and displays are described
more detailed in section 5 "Operation". Page Connections Two utility seals in the fixing screws
of the terminal cover prevent unauthorised access to the phase connections and therefore also
prevent unrecorded energy consumption. Page 41 Apart from the common terminal layout
according to DIN the ZMD meters are also available optionally with symmetrical terminal layout.
Figure Page 43 Figure Connection diagram of measuring unit ZMDxT with current transformer
symmetrical terminal layout Figure Page 44 Figure Connection diagram extension board with 4
active inputs and 2 relay outputs 8 A Warning Active Inputs: Only external contact required. Do
not apply voltage! Page Dimensions Ground level is the same, then an external wire must be
connected between the two Ground terminals. Dimensions Figure Page Installation And
Uninstallation 4. The same conditions then apply as for the Aron circuit. Page Connecting The
Meter If smaller conductors are used in connection with lower maximum current at the metering
point, the cross-section must be chosen corresponding to the protection fuse and maximum
current in the installation according to the technical rules. Page Connecting The Phase
Connection Lines It is recommended to identify the beginning and end of the relevant
conductors with a suitable test unit e. Page Connecting The Signal Inputs And Outputs â€” Now
place the stripped connecting wire in the lower opening and hold it there securely figure 56 B.
The connecting wire is then firmly fixed figure 56 C. Page Connection Of Active Inputs Every
connection error results in a financial loss for the power company! Before putting into
operation, check again whether all meter connections are connected correctly according to the
connection diagram. Page Commissioning, Functional Check And Sealing clockwise or
anticlockwise is determined by the parameterisation. This has no influence, however, on the
measuring behaviour of the meter. Page 58 see section 5. Close the front door. Re-seal the front
door. Page Uninstallation Remove the relevant supply fuses, if necessary, and ensure that they
cannot be re-inserted by anyone unnoticed before completing the installation. Page 60 Fit a
substitute meter as described in section 4. Page Operation E meters have the two display
"down" and "up" buttons and a reset button as conventional operating elements. The display
can also be controlled with the aid of a light source via the optical interface. Page Display
Buttons after operation of a display button , however, pressing of the reset button produces the
service menu also see section 5. Page Index System 1. Page Types Of Display Figure Example
of an error message insufficient battery voltage In case of an error message, the procedure
described in section 6. Page Display Menu Pressing the display "down" or "up" button again
briefly changes to the display menu or directly to the display list. The first menu item appears,
e. Page 68 The losses menu item for selection in the display menu is shown as follows: The first
losses value is displayed by pressing the display "down" or "up" button for longer at least 2
seconds. Page Service Menu "down" or "up" button for longer at least 2 seconds. The next list
value appears for every further brief operation of the display "down" button. Page Alarm Led

â€” are fitted in the main faceplate above the liquid crystal display. Optical test output reactive
energy combi-meters Optical test output active energy Figure Page Data Readout Start the data
readout on the readout device according to the details in the associated operating instructions.
Remove the reading head from the meter again after completing the readout. Page Readout To
Dlms The sender feeds these objects to a transport medium, e. This transmits them to the
receiver, so that the objects are received in the same form as supplied by the sender. Page
Input Of Formatted Commands Set thresholds for messages Formatted commands are
transferred to the meter with a suitable device via the optical interface or via an interface circuit
of the communication unit. Page Service If nothing else is specified in the following description
of the error groups, messages the error messages can only be deleted with formatted
commands see section 5. Group 1 of error messages The first digit in the first group has no
significance, since no error messages are assigned to it. Page 79 The meter may contain
incorrect data and must be exchanged. The same applies to messages where the bit is set: F.
Page 80 If the error still occurs, the meter must be exchanged. Page 81 If it occurs repeatedly,
the meter must be replaced as soon as possible. Page 82 The first digit in the fourth group can
have the values 0 to F. The second digit can have values between 0 no error message and 1
Invalid power down. Page Repairing Meters Pack the meter to ensure it can suffer no further
damage during transport. Preferably use the original packing if available. Do not enclose any
loose components. Send the meter to the responsible service and repair centre. Page
Maintenance This permits changeover without manual intervention. Page Measuring Times In
the test mode, the resolution is increased by one decimal point compared with the normal
mode. A maximum of 5 decimal points is possible. The energy direction arrow "Q" must appear
within 10 seconds. The optical test output for reactive energy consumption is no longer
permanently "lit". Page Changing The Battery Remove the front door seal. Open the front door.
The battery compartment is on the left below the liquid crystal display. Page Index Formatted
commands Page 92 Meter characteristics modification Page 93 Summation channels Page 95
Examples 1. This manual is also suitable for: Zmdat Zmdct Zfdct Zfdat. Print page 1 Print
document 96 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. If you need to find a tradesperson to get your
job done, please try our local search below, or if you are doing it yourself you can find suppliers
local to you. Log in or Sign up. DIYnot Forums. Help please! I have an old brown box style
thermostat on the wall in the hallway. I thought it was redundant as I had a new wireless
thermostat fitted to a new gas CH boiler a few years ago. Today I disconnected the thermostat
wiring and my CH boiler has stopped working apart from running for a minute every now and
then, but no heat getting to rads. So, unless it's coincidence, it seems that the old thermo needs
to be connected in order to run the CH gas boiler. Problem is Inside the cover of the brown box
there is a wiring diagram which from left to right reads: 2 3 1 There is a U under 2; a T above 3
but linked to the 2 ; and under 1 there is an N above the L phase. Before a call an electrician in,
any suggestions please?! OhNoNotAgain , 25 Mar Thanks D! I have a Saunier Duval Xeon 80ff
boiler approx 3 years old. It isn't a combi boiler. I'm wondering if it was coincidence that when I
disconnected the wall thermostat yesterday the boiler stopped supplying CH. Yesterday I got a
small tingle from the yellow wire and a bit more of a shock from the red wire, so that's what
made me wonder if the old wall thermostat was somehow still involved. I'm turning off the
mains elec every time I touch it now! The boiler still didn't work Having read your message, I
went into the airing cupboard to look at the 3 Port Valve and the lever seemed to be stuck on
Auto, so I pushed it to Man and back and it has freed up don't know if this was wise! Was it just
stuck? I thought the boiler was not supplying hot water, but the pump is running occasionally
and there is very hot water in the pipes and tank. I fiddled around with the Digistat and from
time to time the red warning light comes on and stays on for a while. The boiler runs
occasionally, but only for a few minutes. The plumbers who replaced the boiler and controls
didn't have their heart in the job, and I had to get another plumber to sort out problems that they
left. Even before this the system was prone to be 'airy', and I bleed the top radiators every so
often. Any advice would be appreciated. OhNoNotAgain , 26 Mar Thanks for the link to the boiler
manual. There is a thermo on the side of the HW cylinder. It's set at 55 C. The lever on the 3 port
valve is 'locked' on the auto position. The wiring from the old room thermo leads up the wall and
into a blanked off terminal box inside the airing cupboard. Inside there is a see-through plastic
terminal connector with 11 terminals to the top and another 11 to the bottom. Then the cable
continues into the thermo on the side of the HW cylinder. I know it has to be hot enough to kill
any Legionnaire's Disease virus, but is 55 C too hot a setting? After the new boiler was installed
hot water was coming out of the overflow pipe from the roof tank!! I called the plumbers back,
but they did nothing about it. My brother took a look and turned back the pressure of the pump,
thinking that it was building up and discharging into the overflow? I haven't noticed the problem

since, but there are some water gurgling noises at night from the loft! Thanks for your time and
help talking me through this problem! OhNoNotAgain , 27 Mar Can you confirm that it is one
strip and that each top terminal is connected to the corresponding bottom terminal, i. Yes, that's
an accurate description! Description of wires to terminals: no numbering on the strip, so I've
added that to help, and it reads from left to right, and the first is the coloured wire on the top ie
going to the Pump, HW Cylinder Thermo or 3 Way Valve and the second those wires on the
bottom of each terminal ie coming in from the controls Pump Wiring 1. Brown: Red 2. Blue:
Black 3. Brown: Red 5. Blue: Blue 6. Black: Yellow 7. Blue:Blue Orange:Yellow Grey: Red Yes,
the old problem was boiling water gushing up into the feed and expansion tank in the loft. But
since the pump was turned down it has been fine, only the gurgling noises. I'll take a look up
there to check out the other things you suggest. I've reset the HW cylinder thermo to 60 C.
Thank you. I am still confused as I don't know where some of the wires come from. So here is
your list with??? Please give as much info as possible. Sorry there are so many questions and
no solution, but your wiring does not conform to any standard
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configuration. Hi D Thanks for persevering with this query - you're probably as fed up and
mystified by it as me! It's a Drayton wireless Digistat RF3 programmer. OhNoNotAgain , 29 Mar
Joined: 3 Sep Country:. Select the supplier or trade you require, enter your location to begin
your search. Please select a service and enter a location to continue You must log in or sign up
to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Related Threads. Replies: 5 Views: Switchmaster Wiring
Diagram - This is one for those of you with a good memory. Hypersonic , 9 Jan , in forum:
Plumbing and Central Heating. Replies: 2 Views: Hypersonic 12 Jan Terrywookfit 14 Sep
Replies: 9 Views: Room thermostat wiring diagram telnet , 12 Jun , in forum: Plumbing and
Central Heating. Replies: 7 Views: 1, Replies: 0 Views: DIYer Damo 18 Dec Replies: 8 Views: 2,
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